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Prefecture of Haute-Kotto 

UNITÉ-DIGNITÉ-TRAVAIL 

COURSE OF ACTION 

- Considering the joint communique signed on September 21st, 2017
- Considering the difficult situation of the population
- Considering the serious health situation in the IDP sites
- Considering the abuse of the armed groups against the population
- Considering the various visits and meetings between the men and women of Haute-Kotto
- Considering the common desire for the definitive return of peace in all the prefecture

UNANIMOUSLY DECIDE AS FOLLOWS: 

1: To solemnly commit to the free movement of people and goods, Christians and Muslims 
throughout Haute-Kotto in general and the city of Bria in particular 

2: To prohibit the carrying of weapons and wearing of military uniform throughout the prefecture, 
except with authorization from a hierarchical officer  

3: To invite all autodefense groups and all armed persons to lay down their weapons 

4: To prohibit the imprisonment and torture of any person without distinction (civilian as well as 
armed) 

5: To prohibit the use of MOTOROLA as a means of communication in the city 

6: To promote the free movement of vehicles and humanitarian personnel and organizations of the 
civil society. 

7: To liberate all occupied houses and to facilitate the return of displaced persons to their respective 
neighborhoods 

8: To promote the resumption of all state civil services activities 

9: To raise awareness amongst parents and students to push for a successful resumption of school 
activities 

10: To promote the free movement of MINUSCA and support its actions 

11: Any violations of this course of action will result in sanctions for the offending party 

        Done at Bria on 19 December 2017 

Signed 

Armed group - DAMANE Zakaria

Autodefense group - NDOUMBA Theophile
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MLCJ - General ACHAFI DAOUD AS SABOUR

Coordination of the Civil society - Placide MOKOSSEAMA

Youth - HASANE Adam Sallet

OFCA - NOURA ABATCHOU Lydie

Sages Council - DALKIA Gilbert

Awareness Committee - MATAR CHAIB

Religious Leaders 

Pastor OLFETE Andre, Imam ABOUBAKAR SIDIK, Abb POUNABA Ephrem

Witnesses

Haute-Kotto Prefect - Thierry E BINGUINENDJI

S/P of Bria: YOUNOUS MOUSSA

S/P of Yalinga: SACKO Edmond

Special Delegation of Bria - HIBRAHIM CHAIBOU

Campany Commander - YOUNOUS GABDJA

Minusca Office Manager -  IMTIAZ Hussein




